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Energy Cloud Concept



Energy Cloud Concept



A New Deal for energy consumers
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• the need for greater transparency around energy prices: wholesale and retail
prices are diverging as taxes account for a growing share of energy bills, placing a
disproportionate burden on household consumers.

• greater energy efficiency is necessary, demand response among consumers should
be facilitated, and community production initiatives encouraged.

• the precise cost savings for consumers from smart metering (and demand
response in general) remain rather unclear, while smart metering has more
positive effects when accompanied by incentives to change patterns of energy use
(e.g. dynamic pricing).

• seeks to encourage the development of smart homes and networks, which will
require a range of new energy technologies.

• consumers how to play a more active role in the energy transition.
• To support development of small scale Renewable Energy Sources
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“And if the scenario envisioned does indeed materialize, it may give rise to 
communities of virtual nonsumers – in the sense that the entire community can 
become essentially self-sufficient in terms of net kWhs purchased from the grid, 
or in some cases, become a net generator of energy” F. Shionsashi



Energy Cloud issues
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The Power Cloud: The idea



The Power Cloud: a Multilayer 
framework



The Power Cloud: nano grid for 
home application



The Unical Energy Cloud

http://156.54.148.101:8080/energia/

http://156.54.148.101:8080/energia/


The Unical Energy Cloud



The Unical Energy Cloud



The Unical Energy Cloud: a typical 
day results



Conclusions and critical issues
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• Energy cloud and nonsumer community is more than a 
concept

• An Energy Cloud at University of Calabria is experienced 
usefully

• Microgrid (both electrical and thermal) magament model 
has to be developed in order to reduce the indipendence 
from the grid 

• Customer stratification for its application is needed

• Tariffs should be revised in order to obtain economic 
advantage in local energy exchange



The Power Cloud: the Business 
model


